The advent of miniaturized electromagnetic digitizers opens a variety of potential clinical applications for computer aided interventions using flexible instruments; endoscopes or catheters can easily be tracked within the body. With respect to the new applications, the systematic distortions induced by various materials such as closed metallic loops, wire guides, catheters, and ultrasound scan heads were systematically evaluated in this paper for a new commercial tracking system. We employed the electromagnetic tracking system Aurora™ ͑Mednetix/CH, NDI/Can͒; data were acquired using the serial port of a PC running SuSE Linux 7.1 ͑SuSE, Gmbh, Nürnberg͒. Objects introduced into the digitizer volume included wire loops of different diameters, wire guides, optical tracking tools, an ultrasonic ͑US͒ scan head, an endoscope with radial ultrasound scan head and various other objects used in operating rooms and interventional suites. Beyond this, we determined the influence of a C-arm fluoroscopy unit. To quantify the reliability of the system, the miniaturized sensor was mounted on a nonmetallic measurement rack while the transmitter was fixed at three different distances within the digitizer range. The tracker was shown to be more sensitive to distortions caused by materials close to the emitter ͑average distortion error 13.6 mmϮ16.6 mm for wire loops positioned at a distance between 100 mm and 200 mm from the emitter͒. Distortions caused by materials near the sensor ͑distances smaller than 100 mm͒ are small ͑typical error 2.2 mmϮ1.9 mm͒. The C-arm fluoroscopy unit caused considerable distortions and limits the reliability of the tracker ͑distortion error 18.6 mmϮ24.9 mm͒. Distortions resulting from the US scan head are high at distances smaller than about 100 mm from the emitter. The distortions also increase when the scan head is positioned horizontally and close to the sensor ͑average error 4.1 mmϮ1.5 mm when the scan head is positioned within a distance of 100 mm from the sensor͒. The distortions are slightly higher when the ultrasound machine is switched on. We also evaluated the influence of common medical instruments on distance measurements. For these measurements the average deviation from the known distance of 200 mm amounted to 3.0 mmϮ1.5 mm ͑undistorted distance measurement 1.5 mmϮ0.3 mm͒. The deviations also depend on the relative orientation between emitter and sensor. The results demonstrate that the miniature tracking system opens up new perspectives with regard to surgery applications where a flexible instrument is to be tracked within the body. Significant distortions caused by metallic objects only occur in the worst cases, for example, in the presence of a closed, unisiolated wire loop or a C-arm fluorescence unit close to the emitter and which can be avoided by suitable usage.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image-guided or computer aided surgery ͑CAS͒ has witnessed constant development over the past decade. All surgical navigation systems are following the same basic setup. A sensor measures intraoperatively the position and orientation in the coordinate system of the patient, an imaging device or a surgical tool, and a computer correlates image data acquired pre-and intra-operatively through modalities like computed tomography ͑CT͒ or magnetic resonance imaging ͑MRI͒ to the intraoperative data. The usefulness of surgical navigation is fundamentally dependent on the accuracy and reliability of the tracking system. Optical tracking systems ͑OTS͒ for position measurements provide the most reliable and precise position sensors available for medical applications. [1] [2] [3] [4] The restriction of this technology arises from the requirement of a free line-of-sight between the light emitting diodes ͑LED͒ and the camera assembly. Therefore only rigid instruments where the LED assembly is visible to the tracking system's camera at all times can be used. In a crowded operating field, requiring rigid instruments and the maintenance of line of sight to the instrument may further constrain the work of the surgeon.
Interventional applications using flexible instruments have to use other technologies for instrument tracking. Electromagnetic tracking system ͑EMTS͒ provide a possibility for achieving this. Therefore, these devices have been used in CAS applications 5, 6 regardless of the fact that metallic ferromagnetic objects and stray fields from power lines can distort the acquired position data enormously. Referring to previous publications of our group 7, 8 and others, 9 ,10 common commercial systems may exhibit inaccuracies between 1-15 mm and 1°-4°resulting from common surgical tools used inside the digitizer range of the EMTS. The calculation of position and orientation is based on the physical principle in that the systems are measuring either the induced voltage or the magnetic induction of an alternating current ͑ac͒ or direct current ͑dc͒ pulsed emitter. In consideration of this fact interference from conductive or ferromagnetic material is inevitable. Some improvement are achieved when the assembly is arranged in such a manner that the interfering object is placed outside the area between emitter and receiver. 11 In that case, the distortions are lower at the same emittersensor distance, and, under such conditions, good results were obtained using EMTS in CT-guided bronchoscopy, 12 three-dimensional ultrasonography, 13 catheter positioning, 14 and endoscopic surgery. 15 According to Zaaroor et al., 5 an error of 5 mm would be acceptable for removing brain tumors of a size of 5 cm, but for functional neurosurgery or applications like navigating a guiding wire the accuracy has to be improved. For the successful application of navigation systems in interventional radiology, an accuracy in the range of 3-5 mm is desirable and the sensor should be small enough to be attached to the instruments. As opposed to optical tracking systems, the useful field-of-view is rather small. To overcome this limitation one can use an additional optical tracking system to navigate the field emitter of the EMTS. This would allow to move the emitter during the intervention since any movement of the emitter is registered and the new positions and angles of the electromagnetic sensor can be computed easily. This type of hybrid tracking system was described in an earlier paper of our group. 2 Our motivation for using miniature sensors is to improve the navigation for endoscopes and guiding wires in interventional radiology and endosonography. Because of the poor image quality of ultrasonic images from an endoscopic US scan head it was deemed desirable to provide a slice of a pre-interventional CT or MR image with identical orientation and position as the intra-interventional US image to be overlaid with the latter. In case of positioning guiding wires we wanted to provide important reference slices, e.g., sagittal, coronal and axial, for identifying the current position of the instrument's tip inside the patient.
With regard to these aims we tested a newly developed 5 degree of freedom system which uses a proprietary iterative algorithm to determine the position of the sensor. The purpose of our experiments was to examine the influence on the accuracy of the system of ͑i͒ closed wire loops with different radii, ͑ii͒ guiding wires with different configurations of loops, ͑iii͒ US scan probes near to the emitter and the sensor, ͑iv͒ a mobile C-arm fluoroscopy unit, ͑v͒ optical tracking tools, ͑vi͒ an endoscope with a radial ultrasound scan head, ͑vii͒ a needle holder, biopsy forceps and a drill handle.
Supposing that these objects are representative for potential sources of distortion in our application we wanted to evaluate whether the tracking system used is suitable for navigational procedures. Since the C-arm fluoroscopy unit is the most important instrument of the interventional radiologist, we also included it in our list of disturbing objects.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The tracking system under evaluation was the Aurora miniature electromagnetic tracking system ͑Mednetix/CH, NDI/Can, Fig. 1͒ . Three degrees of freedom in position and two in angulation are provided. Specifications given by the manufacturer quote a positional accuracy of 1-2 mm and an angular accuracy of 1°-2°within the sensitive volume of 360 mmϫ600 mmϫ600 mm. The sensitive volume starts at a distance of 300 mm from the emitter. The tracking system employs a new proprietary iterative algorithm to determine the sensor's position and two angles. For the measurements we used an accurately machined nonmetallic table made of perspex, which was developed for previous evaluations. 8 The setup is similar to that described there. In short, a metallic object representing the source of distortion is mounted on a sample holder that is mobile between receiver and sensor in the main plane ͑x and y coordinate͒ of the perspex table ͑Fig. 2͒. To allow for positioning of the object in the vertical direction ͑z coordinate͒ we used plastic boxes of different heights. During the measurements the metallic objects were moved in steps between the emitter and the sensor. The position indicated by the sensor is recorded for each step. The deviation is given by the difference between the positions recorded with and without the distorting object. For the distance measurements we calculated the euclidian distance between two sensor positions. During the measurements the whole system is placed on top of a wooden table and it was made sure that no other metallic object was to be found in 
A. Undistorted measurements and stylus calibration
The precision of the undistorted measurements was measured by calculating the mean value of 100 position data points each for several positions. The resulting mean values were compared with the specifications. The points used were at 300, 450, and 600 mm from the emitter in the horizontal plane.
To evaluate the accuracy for distance measurements, we measured distances between two markers positioned symmetrically with respect to the x axis on a measuring bar. The bar was positioned parallel to the y axis of the emitter coordinate system at a distance of 450 mm between emitter and bar. The tip of the sensor was placed at each marker and the positions indicated by the sensor were recorded. The resulting error was calculated as the difference between the Euclidian distance between the recorded sensor positions at the markers and the distance measured with a caliper, ⌬ ϭd sensor Ϫd caliper . We repeated these measurements for distances of 100 mm, 200 mm, 300 mm, 400 mm, and 500 mm between the markers.
In addition, we measured the accuracy of the location of the tip of a stylus by a method described by Hartov et al. 16 The calibrated value of the stylus tip position ͑i.e., the offset vector͒ was used to calculate the emitter coordinates of a given point. This was performed with 20 different orientations of the stylus. For all three coordinates the resulting standard deviation was calculated. The root mean square ͑rms͒ error was computed by
To examine the effect of sensor orientation, we measured an accurately known distance ͑obtained with a caliper͒ using the calibrated stylus. The position of the tip of the stylus was calculated as described by Hartov et al. 16 The first position was measured holding the stylus upright, i.e., parallel to the z axis of the emitter coordinate system. The following position measurements were made at a marker at a distance of 20 cm. For these measurements the stylus was rotated by increments of 10 degrees around the x and the y axis, respectively. The deviation for each step was again calculated by ⌬ ϭd stylus Ϫd caliper whereby d stylus is the Euclidian distance between the calculated tip position of the first measurement and the calculated tip position obtained with the rotated stylus at the marker.
B. Influence of wire loops, guiding wires, and optical tracking tools
Three closed wire loops of copper with diameters of 30 mm, 100 mm, and 150 mm and thickness of 0.2 mm were used. For these measurements three distances between the emitter ͑i.e., field generator͒ and the sensor were used. Two were chosen close to the borders of the specified emitter volume ͑300 mm at the near border and 600 mm at the far border horizontally͒, and one in the middle ͑450 mm͒. The measurement space was divided into a 30 mm grid. For each sample 135 positions along the line connecting the emitter and sensor were measured for three different heights on the z axis. Furthermore, two different types of vascular wire guides, one made of stiff and another of flexible material with 150 cm length, bent to a loop with diameter of 150 mm, were used. All these loops were positioned with the spanning plane upright, i.e., perpendicular to the x -y plane of the emitter system. Additionally, active tracking sensors of two optical tracking systems ͑Polaris, Northern Digital Inc./Can, and Flashpoint 5000, Image Guided Technologies Inc./CO͒ in typical arrangements used in CAS were brought into the space between the emitter and sensor. For these measurements the distance between the sensor and the emitter was maintained at 450 mm. The distortions were measured by comparing the sensor readings ͑an average value of 100 measurements per point͒ taken with and without the metallic source of distortion in the digitizing volume. Position deviations were obtained by calculating the Euclidean distance between position values measured with and without the sources of distortion present. Angle measurements were not used in this study. 
C. Influence of US scan head and a C-arm fluoroscopy unit
US scan head: To evaluate the effect, we mounted a scan head ͑C4-2, Ultramark 9, Advanced Technology Laboratories/USA͒ upright and horizontally on the sample holder ͑Fig. 2͒ and measured the distortion within an interval of 450 mm between emitter and detector.
C-arm fluoroscopy unit: All data were obtained with a Siremobil 2000 ͑Siemens/Erlangen, Germany͒ and with an interval of 450 mm between emitter and sensor. The parameter a in Fig. 11͑a͒ gives the horizontal distance between the C-arm unit and the sensor. Positive values of a signify a horizontal translation towards the emitter. aϭ0 means that the x-ray source is positioned exactly below the sensor whereas a negative a indicates a horizontal translation of the C-arm further away from the emitter. To cover the range of possible C-arm positions we also rotated the arm around two different axes. Axis I corresponds to the C-arm orbital movement with a positive angle indicating a motion of the x-ray source towards the control unit of the C-arm ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒. Axis II corresponds to the C-arm angulation i.e., the rotation perpendicular to the orbital rotation ͓Fig. 4͑b͔͒. Here, positive values describe the clockwise movement of the image intensifier of the C-arm towards the emitter.
D. Distance measurements in the presence of distorting objects
We repeated the distance measurements described in Sec. II A with various objects between the emitter and the measuring bar. These sources of distortions were mounted on the sample holder which was moved along the x axis like for the wire loops. Figure 3 shows a drill, biopsy forceps, and a needle holder used for these measurements. Additionally, we employed a US scan head ͑C4-2, Ultramark 9, Advanced Technology Laboratories/USA͒ and an endoscope with a radial scan head ͑UM 96, Olympus/Jap͒ as sources of distortion. Both instruments were mounted in upright position on the sample holder.
III. RESULTS

A. Undistorted measurements
The precision of the undistorted measurements depends on the distance between the emitter and the detector. At distances of 300 mm and 450 mm, respectively, the deviations never exceeded a value of 0.2 mm, at the far end of the sensitive volume ͑600 mm͒ still were below 1 mm. This is in agreement with the specifications.
For the stylus calibration, we found the RMS error to be 4.2 mm in 20 experiments. Figure 5 shows mean value and standard deviation of deviations resulting from undistorted distance measurements. Each distance was measured 10 times. The deviation increases almost linearly with increasing the measured distance.
The effect of sensor orientation is shown in Fig. 6 . The deviations are equal to zero when the stylus is rotated Ϯ20 degrees around the x axis relative to the first measurements. A rotation round the y axis results in relatively constant deviations ͑average error 3.5Ϯ0.9 mm͒. 
B. Influence of wire loops, guiding wires, and optical tracking tools
Wire loops: Figs. 7 and 8 show the deviations for a sensor-emitter distance of 600 mm and 300 mm, respectively. The sensor readings exceeded a deviation of 10 mm for loops with diameters greater than 70 mm for distances within 160 mm from the emitter. In contrast, the loop with 30 mm diameter causes negligible distortion. The same objects close to the sensor do not cause large distortions. The extent of the deviation depends on the distance of the object from the emitter and on the distance between emitter and sensor. For each emitter sensor distance there is a zone where sufficient accuracy ͑Ͻ10 mm error͒ can be obtained. At a distance of 600 mm between emitter and sensor the zone is represented by a distance of 300 mm around the sensor. Moving the sensor to a distance of 300 mm from the emitter results in a reduction of the useful zone to 100 mm at a height of 100 mm. Furthermore, the height of the object characterizing its displacement from the connecting line between emitter and sensor influences the degree of distortion. The effect decreases with increasing displacement. It is evident that the extent of error correlates with the surface area defined by the loop. This is a consequence of the general law of induction.
Wire guides: These tools do not distort the measurements significantly. Because they are isolated, eddy currents do not develop and therefore the resulting magnetic field is much lower than in the case of closed loops so that the resulting distortions could not be distinguished from measurement noise.
Optical tracking sensors: The tested tracking tools were made entirely of titanium or aluminum. Their influence on the accuracy of the position measurements are surprisingly low ͑Fig. 9͒. Assuming a tolerable error of 5 mm ͑as suggested by Zaaroor et al.͒, 5 an optical tracking sensor can be used satisfactorily anywhere except within a distance of 70 mm to the emitter. It should be noted that the deviations caused when the object is close to the sensor are lower than in all measurements of the other small structures. The results depend significantly on the materials of the different tools.
C. Distortions caused by US scan head and a C-arm fluoroscopy unit
US scan head: The distortions resulting from the US scan head depend fundamentally on the way it is mounted on the sample holder ͑Fig. 10͒. When the scan head is positioned upright, the distortions are significantly lower than in a horizontal position. This effect can be seen clearly when the scan head is moved close to the sensor. The distortions also increase when the ultrasound machine is switched on.
C-arm fluoroscopy unit: The results show that the use of a C-arm unit between the emitter and the sensor during navigation causes severe distortions if either the x-ray tube or the image intensifier tube are close to the emitter ͑Fig. 11͒. The distortions are acceptable only when the arm is positioned furthest away from the emitter in our configuration i.e., with aϭϪ200 mm ͓Fig. 11͑a͔͒. The curve obtained for rotation of the C-arm around axis I shows a peak at zero degree ͓Fig. 11͑b͔͒. In that case, the distance between the x-ray source and the sensor is the closest. For a rotation of the C-arm unit around axis II it can be seen that the worst deviations occur when the image intensifier is close to the emitter ͑angleϭ50 degrees, distance emitter-image intensifierϭ270 mm͒. 
D. Distance measurements under distortion
US Scan Head and Endoscope: The resulting deviations, with respect to the scan head, are shown in Fig. 12 . The dotted and dashed lines represent the deviation obtained from the distance measurements without objects of distortion ͑mean valueϮstandard deviation͒. There is no significant difference when the scan head is switched on. In contrast to the measurements shown in Fig. 9 , the smallest distance between sensor and scan head is 100 mm when the distance between emitter and scan head is 450 cm in x direction.
The functions resulting from distance measurements obtained when the scan head is mounted upright show the same shape as the functions obtained with the US scan head in an upright position by the simple sensor readings. Referring to the deviations caused from the endoscope ͑Fig. 13͒, one can see that the reliability in distance measurement is decreasing when the radial scan head is switched on. All resulting deviations are below 4 mm.
Needle holder, biopsy forceps, and drill handle: These metallic objects, which can be found in operation rooms and interventional suites, can be used during navigation without notable effects ͑Fig. 14͒. The measured deviation only slightly exceeds the results from the undistorted measurements. Only the distortions caused by the drill are high when this surgical tool is positioned close to the emitter.
IV. DISCUSSION
The experiments described in this paper give a somewhat ambiguous figure of the performance of this novel tracking system. Overall accuracy was found to be in the range of the manufacturer's specifications, and additional conductive or ferromagnetic do not introduce as significant a deviation as in the case of other commercially available electromagnetic trackers tested under similar conditions. 8 Based on our results, it is to be assumed that the errors from interfering objects can be kept at a reasonably small level in many clinical applications if it can be made sure that some simple constraints are respected. For instance, the use of guiding wires would not lead to notable distortions as measured for conducting wire loops due to the impossibility of forming a closed loop, thus avoiding secondary magnetic fields. Similarly, US scan heads should be used near to the sensor, not the emitter. The C-arm, however, forms an exception from this rule, and it is definitely necessary to find a way to overcome this restriction by further technological development of the tracker. Furthermore, a solution has to be found to overcome the limitations caused by the small sensitive volume. One possible approach is to design a hybrid tracking system, 2 using an additional optical tracking tool to monitor displacements of the emitter.
Information about all six degrees of freedom of a tracked flexible instrument would require the use of two 5 degree-offreedom sensors, mounted in an arbitrary but fixed position on the instrument. Northern Digital offers 6 degree-offreedom sensors which consist of two 5 degree-of-freedom sensors mounted perpendicular in a plastic case. Unfortunately, this sensor was not available for our experiments, and the evaluation of such a probe for a specific clinical applications should form the background for further work in the field of digitizer assessment for image guided therapy. As an intermediate solution, we have used two sensors mounted to an endoscope's tip for calibration of an endosonographic scan head. Nevertheless, the 5 degree-of-freedom probe can FIG. 14. Deviation in distance measurements for various medical tools. These tools can be seen in Fig. 3 . The dashed and dotted lines are obtained by the meanϮstandard deviation of the undistorted distance measurements. be used for a wide variety of applications. For instance, only one sensor is required to monitor the position of a instrument that is coaxial to sensor's main axis.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The further growth of image guided therapy is vitally dependent on the development of innovative applications offering significant clinical benefit for widespread medical procedures. Tracking minimally invasive instruments is a key technology to pursue this goal. The tracker evaluated in this paper is a step towards it.
However, the assessment of inaccuracies in position measurements with magnetic trackers induced by metallic materials resulted in a wide range of distortion values, with clear indications which geometric configurations should minimize inaccuracies. Still it is necessary to avoid configurations during a medical procedure which are known to produce intolerable distortions, and this is definitely a major problem for real-life application in medicine. In particular, it is unlikely that the clinical environment can be significantly adopted for the sole purpose of using an electromagnetic tracking system. In spite of occasionally large distortions it seems to be evident that this tracking system offers many possibilities for new applications of CAS and interventional therapy.
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